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9.6% Avg. Reliable Open Rate

7.1% Avg. Click-Through Rate

PRM delivers digital messaging to millions of highly
engaged consumers each month

Why Us?

Made up of consumers, donors, and activists, our carefully
targeted audiences generate high-level impressions and revenue
for commercial and political programs

Where We Thrive

Dedicated Email

Exceptional Inboxing

Targeted Advertising

Data Monetization

Dynamic Automation
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$2,500

$2,000

$2,000

A premiere file of engaged donors and
activists driven by American liberty,
fiscal and political accountability.

Email & P2P Universes

Dedicated donors and subscribers 
 championing active duty and military

veterans, pro-law enforcement and pro-
national security type causes. 

A highly motivated universe of
consumers and donors motivated by
charitable, religious, and non-profit
appeals.

American Liberty Defenders

Patton Patriots

Lady Liberty
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Universe Size: 200,000

Universe Size: 100,000

Universe Size: 125,000



Active and informed conservative daily
newsletter subscribers. Although

political in nature, this universe does not
shy away from commercial and non-

profit messaging. $2,000

$1,000

Evangelical Christian donors and
newsletter subscribers.

Highly engaged donors and consumers.
This organically generated audience of

known buyers and political donors is
responsive to conservative politics and

USA-manufactured commercial appeals.

Informed Eagles 

Patriots of God

Victory 4 Freedom

Email & P2P Universes

$2,000

$1,000

$800
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Universe Size: 100,000

Universe Size: 25,000

Universe Size: 50,000



$1,000

$2,000

$2,500

A donor universe united in the fight to
protect American civil liberties from

government overreach and big tech.

This premier list of donors leans right
and is responsive to freedom oriented
causes and literature, political issues and
traditional commercial appeals.

This list of politically engaged activists
originates organically and is driven by

the fight to end cancel-culture and 
 other controversial ideologies impacting

early education.

Premium Donor Universes

Concerned American Patriots

Lincoln Liberty Center

Gadsden Patriots

Universe Size: 50,000

Universe Size: 40,000

Universe Size: 50,000
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$1,000

A highly patriotic and philanthropic list
of military veteran supporting donors
and subscribers.

Veterans United
Universe Size: 20,000

Premium Donor Universes

$1,000

This list of mostly Pennsylvania
conservatives is comprised of 30,000+

donors and activists.  

Keystone Conservatives
Universe Size: 30,000

Ready to start sending or still have questions? 

Get In Touch

Interested in a long term or bulk list rate? Contact
media@potomacreach.net for more information and pricing. 

Rates and universes sizes as of August 1, 2022. 

* Rates and audience sizes may vary from time to time. For an up-to-date quote and
availability, please email media@potomacreach.net.

www.potomacreach.net

mailto:media@potomacreach.net?subject=Media%20Kit%20Follow%20Up

